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INTRODUCTION
“It’s all right to aim high if you have plenty of ammunition.”
-Hawley R. Everhart
This guidebook explores a journey of every entrepreneur from the very first day of setting up a
business, particularly in fashion. Starting and managing every business requires a different set of skills,
knowledge, experience, and critical thinking. Especially in the fashion industry, in order to manage a
business, you need not only selling or managing skills but also fashion related skills such as trend
forecasting, merchandise buying, or apparel designing, etc. In order to help prospective entrepreneurs
with useful and practical information, the guide was developed as a collection of real life stories and
recommendations from entrepreneurs in running fashion businesses. Individuals who wish to be an
entrepreneur might find it challenging and difficult because they do not know where to begin. Thus, this
guide serves as a friendly advisor with helpful information about various tasks in operating a business.
There is a variety of sources of information about starting a fashion business such in print and
online media. This guidebook collects the important and interesting materials and gathers them in one
place to make it easy for entrepreneurs to learn about things around a fashion business. Moreover, the
guide includes inspiring real life stories, opinions, and advices from fashion entrepreneurs who are
successful in running their businesses as well as those who are in the starting phase of establishing new
businesses.
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EDUCATION AS A FOUNDATION
Education is an essential element to prepare for any career path. If you do not have any knowledge
or experience in the fashion industry, education is a good place to start. Establishing and running fashion
business require a wide range of knowledge, skills, and experience in retailing, merchandising, business
management, as well as designing or products development. Based on your interests and strengths, you
might choose to follow the fashion merchandising, apparel design or other paths within the fashion
industry. There are two programs available at St. Catherine University including the fashion
merchandising and apparel design. The fashion merchandising program prepares students with essential
skills in retail buying, product sourcing, trend forecasting, retail management, and entrepreneurship, etc.
On the other hand, the apparel design major focuses on transforming creative ideas in to actual clothing
designs and respecting sustainable practices.
Programs offering at St. Catherine University prepares student for a variety of career. Figure 1
below provides the program plan option for two careers: New Apparel Lines and Retail Business. At St.
Catherine University, students also have options to take other areas relating to the fashion business such
as art, sales, and communication, etc.
Figure 1: Program Plan Options
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St. Catherine University’s students also have options to take minors in Studio Art Design to support
Apparel Design major. Below is the list of courses for Studio Art Design minor and descriptions.
STUDIO ART DESIGN MINOR
Two-Dimensional Design
Three-Dimensional Design
Introduction to Art History
Ways of Seeing
Drawing
Color
Art and Technology

Figure 2: Studio Art minor courses

 Two-Dimensional Design: Introduction to the basic
elements and principles of visual art
 Three-Dimensional Design: The foundation of threedimensional design with projects on visual aesthetics, the
principles and elements of spatial design, and the processes to
create sculptural forms
 Introduction to Art History: Introduction to the history of
Western art from the early Renaissance to the present in Europe
and the U.S
 Ways of Seeing: Introduction to the history of art and visual
culture in the early 21st century.
 Drawing: The course focuses on drawing from observation
and develops skills in drawing
 Color: The course emphasizes basic principles and
theories of colors in a hands-on sequence of assignments
 Art and Technology: Introduces to computers as a tool and
digital culture as a medium for creative expression
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The tables below will provide you with courses overview including the content, skills, and applications
offered in each course.
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START-UP STORIES: ENTREPRENEURS IN MINNESOTA

Megan Tamte – Founder & CEO of Hotmama
It started when Megan Tamte had the first shopping experience after having her first daughter
Allison. The experience of shopping with a baby was unforgettable to Tamte. She actually had to struggle
to get through the doors and narrow escalator with the baby stroller. Also, her baby Allison started to feel
uncomfortable and began to cry. When she finally found some clothes to try on, she was disappointed
because none of them fitted her post-baby body. However, the horrible shopping experience grew a
passion in Tamte. In 2004, seven years after that, Tamte opened her first Hot Mama store in Edina,
Minnesota. Hot Mama offers clothes and accessories that fit a variety of bodies, ages and lifestyles. Tamte
never stopped learning about body types, trends and value of high quality garment to satisfy the
consumers. Tamte says, on Hot Mama website, “I truly love moms and I feel honored that I get the chance
to serve them every day. Each mom is a Hot Mama, but it’s easy to lose sight of that in the midst of
motherhood. My greatest hope is that moms walk into our stores feeling like we are a store just for them
and out our doors confident that the Hot Mama within them has come alive again!” (Tamte, n.d.)
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John Barrow – CEO of Coolibar
The business idea of Coolibar, Inc. started from the fact that many Americans get skin cancer and
they need more chemical products to protect their skin from the sun. John Barrow, CEO of Coolibar, came
up with the idea to bring sun-protective clothing from Australia to the United States. At that time, Barrow
received a lot of requests from friends to buy sun-protective products for them every time he had a trip to
his homeland, Australia. Hence, he believed there would be a market for the product. Barrow started
Coolibar, Inc. in 2001 with its base in Minneapolis, Minnesota. The name ‘Coolibar’ was taken from the
well-known eucalyptus tree in Australia with the idea that the company’s products would provide reliable
protection from the sun’s rays to the consumers. Coolibar’s products received recognition from
dermatology institutions such as The Skin Cancer Foundation and the American Academy of Dermatology
(Aoberg, 2013)
Michele Gudmunson & Wesley Uthus – Co-founders of PRIMP
Gudmunson is a graduate from St. Thomas and St. Kate University with a double major in Fashion
Merchandising and Apparel Design, and Uthus is a graduate from University of Minnesota with a double
major in Apparel Design and Art. The two friends opened their first PRIMP boutique shop in September
2010. Then, they continued with two more stores and now PRIMP boutiques are located in St. Paul, White
Bear Lake, and St. Louis Park. PRIMP is opening new stores in Chicago. The designers/ entrepreneurs
aimed to open boutiques with affordable garments under $100. They hope to change the idea that
boutique shopping is only for people with a lot of money. (“Primp story”, n.d.)
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Sonal Gerten – Founder of Tumblewalla
When Gerten was pregnant with her son, she experienced a hard time finding colorful and playful
clothes for the kid because most boys’ clothes were in black or brown. At that time, she often thought
about a business idea but not until she gave birth to her child that she decided to start her business –
Tumblewalla. Moreover, she aimed to create something bigger than just kids’ clothes. Hence, she
established Tumblewalla, babies and toddlers’ clothing line with Indian-inspired styles, and Tumble and
Tickle Movement, a part of the company that donates 5% of every purchased item to the non-profits
organizations that make plays for children. Gerten biggest goal is to bring joys to children around the
world. “I strongly believe every child has a right to play and enjoy their childhood no matter where they
live or their economic situation and this belief is the vision that fuels my work each day,” says Gerten
(Pearson, 2013).
Laura Nelli – Founder of Nelle
Nelli is the Designer and Founder of Nelle – a handbag company with base in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
The company focuses on designing hand crafted accessories collections. Nelle provides all hand-sewn
accessories and guarantees that each handbag is unique (“About Nelle”, n.d.).
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WHAT DO SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEURS HAVE IN COMMON?









An inspirational idea. The entrepreneurs were very passionate about their business ideas. They
came up with distinctive and unique features of the idea and brought them to life. Most of them
were inspired by an idea or product that served a specific need.
Experience. Based on experience, those entrepreneurs realized the potential market that led to
their decision of starting a business.
Niche. If you read their stories, you can see that the entrepreneurs focused on specific needs,
products, and services. Each startup business idea has its own unique products and serves a target
segment of consumers. For instance, HotMama provides stylish clothing for mom’s, Coolibar
specifies in sun-protected clothing, or Shoptiques offers a place for customers to buy clothes from
boutiques in different places around the world, etc.
Online Shopping. Most entrepreneurs offered options for customers to buy products online. If you
check some online websites such as shopmama.com, shoptiques.com, or tumblewalla.com, you will
see that the websites are well designed to make products available online for the customers.
Connect directly to the customers. Most of them realized the importance of understanding and
communicating with customers. They carefully listen to the customers’ feedbacks and used the
information to improve their products or services.
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QUESTIONS TO ASK BEFORE STARTING YOUR BUSINESS
“Where there’s a will, there’s a way.” (Proverb)
The idea of running a business might be about risk-taking. However, if you do not start it, you will never
know the results. Instead of wondering if you are suitable for the job, let’s start from the smallest steps.
This phase is not about asking yourself if you have all the traits to become an entrepreneur or not. The
important questions to ask at this moment are about what you need to do to start your business. The
questions should relate to the knowledge and skills relevant to establishing a fashion business. This step
helps you figure out what you have and what you need to improve to run your business in the future.
Kawasaki (2004) stated that “Having that desire doesn’t guarantee that you’ll succeed, but it does mean
that if you fail, at least you failed doing something worthwhile.” (p. 5) Learning from mistakes is never a
waste.
First question: “Do I want to make meaning?” (Inspired by Guy Kawasaki)
Kawasaki (2004) mentioned four valuable ‘meanings’ of a business:
 Make a world a better place
 Right a terrible wrong
 Increase the quality of life
 Prevent the end of something good (p. 5)
In order to be successful, you need to determine the purpose and meaning of your business. You need to
know what your goals are in order to achieve them. Have you determined a meaning for you business?
What ‘meanings’ do you want to make?
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Second question: What are the most important aspects of fashion industry?
Fashion is a competitive industry. Running a fashion business might be similar to running other
businesses in that you have to work on merchandising, accounting, shipping, or managing, etc. However,
in order to standout and win the market, it is important to acknowledge the essential elements of the
fashion industry. Different from other common retail businesses, fashion is the combination of art and
science. “Unlike many other businesses where conformity is always the norm, fashion thrives on
innovative, forward thinking ideas. The most successful fashion designers and marketers use color,
texture, line, and other aspects of design to the best advantage.” (Wolfe, 2009, p. 24-25)
 The most important aspects of fashion: aesthetic, fit, comfort, and quality
Consumers look for fashionable and comfortable clothes. More importantly, they prefer garments that
fit with their bodies and personalities. Last but not least, they want good quality products that worth the
money they spend for.
 The most important aspects of a business: finance, efficiency, and profits
The most important goal of a business is to earn profits. In order to grow a business, a manager needs
to look carefully at numbers and manage them effectively. Besides, efficiency is another essential
element of growing a business.
 The most important aspect of communication: marketing and networking
Marketing is an unavoidable aspect of a business, as you want to sell your products. You need to get
your brand and products out to the market and let more people to know about what you offer. On the
other hand, networking is necessary because it brings you to the people who can help you grow your
business.
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Third question: What are the important things that I need to know?
Amed (2007) suggested that you should test yourself with the skills and abilities relating to fashion and
business. It is important to find the ‘gap’ between your skills in product development and business
management. If you find yourself do not have any business skill, does that mean you cannot start a
business? You still can. As long as you find the ‘gaps’ in skills and abilities, you will be able to find a
solution for those ‘gaps’. For example, if you find yourself lack of management skills, you can hire a
manager to help you or take a course in management. Besides, there are other people that can help you
with your business such as counselors, lawyers, PR practitioners, marketers, stylists, accountants, photographers, designers, or product developers, etc. It is quite impossible to know every single aspect
of business in the beginning, but you can always learn or ask for help.
Questions
Do I have the skills I need to open a business?
Do I have enough funding/ capitals?
Do I know any professional or people in the
industry to help me?
Do I have enough knowledge in fashion, design
and merchandising?
Do I know the legal processes of starting a
business?

Answers
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Fourth question: Do I have a unique product or service to offer the market or to solve a particular
problem?
It is critical to analyze the benefits and characteristics your product or service to find out the unique
features that would satisfy a need or solve a problem. You might ask your family, friends, co-workers, or
people you know to see their opinions about the products. Later in this guide, you will learn more about
analyzing a business idea.
Those are some of the typical questions you need to answers before starting a business. Below is one
extra question for those who want to learn more about a business before running one.
Fifth question: What should I do before I start a business?
Answer: Work for someone else!
Many designers and entrepreneurs suggest prospective entrepreneurs to work for companies or people
before they actually start their businesses. “Virtually all of today’s successful designers have worked for
someone else, learned or at least learned to appreciate all of the elements of running a business, and then
embarked on a venture themselves,” says Peter Arnold, CEO of Cynthia Rowley. (as cited in Gehlhar,
2008, p. 6) Designers whom worked for someone else included Marc Jacobs working for Perry Ellis,
Narciso Rodriguez for Donna Karan, and Calvin Klein for Geoffrey Beene and Gucci. Working for
someone else is a great foundation for your business in the future. Hence, if you have an opportunity to
work for a fashion business, take advantages of it and learn as much as possible.
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Table 23: Questions for yourself in considering starting a business
Are you committed ‘200%’ to your
business?
How much time do I need to run my
business?

Are you passionate enough to learn
every single thing about running a
business?
Do you enjoy a typical working day
of an entrepreneur?
I’m sure that I want to start a
business. Now, what do I do?

This question is a little bit exaggerated. However, this question
emphasizes the fact that starting and running a business
requires a lot of time, efforts, commitment, and passion.
The answer is ‘full-time’. Laine Weinberg, co-founder of
Kokoon, in an interview for The Startup Journey, shared that
when she and her husband started the company, they tried to
sell their products to stores and they worked all the time (L.
Weinberg, personal communication, 2013).
Starting a company requires you to invest in your money, time,
and effort. It’s a serious job. In order to grow the business, you
have to learn everything from step to step. The willing to learn
and hard working will help you through obstacles.
Asking experienced entrepreneurs that you know to learn about
tasks that they do every day helps you visualize what you have
to do when you run a business.
It’s time to get start. The rest of the guidebook will give you
some helpful information to learn about to start your fashion
business.
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Benefits of working for someone else:
 Practice skills. Working for someone else provides you opportunities to get training and practice
your skills. There are many job functions such as visiting and working with factories or suppliers,
participating in fashion/trade shows, and joining networking events to meet with other
professionals or entrepreneurs, that help you gain more technical as well as business skills .
Moreover, as an employee, you practice your skills in real-life situation without risking your own
money.
Derek Lam shared his opinion about the experience of working for Michael Kors: “Michael taught
me the importance of identifying with your customer, the importance of quality fabrics, and above
all else, to enjoy the business and have fun with it.” (as cited in Gehlhar, 2008, p. 7)
 Learn from their mistakes or weaknesses. There are different problems or situations that you
might encounter during working for others. Those would be great chances for you to learn about
their problems or weaknesses and find your solutions when you actually run a business.
 Establish connections and relationships. Working as an employee brings information,
experience and resources that might become useful when you start your business. You have
opportunities to meet with people who might potentially be your partners, investors, suppliers, or
clients in the future. Based on your position and responsibilities in the company. You might visit
different places such as shows, factories, or markets. You should take advantage of those
opportunities to find sources of information and materials for your future business.
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 Gain capital. You get paid when you work for others. Hence, the important thing is to pay attention
to saving. If you think about establishing a business, you need quite an amount of capital. It is very
important that you save as much as you can and grow your capital for your future business. Later in
this guidebook you will learn more about the ‘money’ factor in running a fashion business.
 Gain reputation. Working for a fashion company, especially a well-known company, is a great
opportunity to build your reputation. You will have more opportunities to meet with professionals
as well as customers. This is even more important if you are a fashion designer and you wish to start
your own brand. Gehlhar (2008) mentioned designer Doo-Ri who earned her credibility through
six years working for Geoffrey Beene (p. 8).
 Listen to advices from other people. As you work, you get to see different people in the industry
such as salespeople, designers, retailers, suppliers, patternmakers, and buyers. They all have a
wide range of knowledge and experiences in designing, merchandising, or business management.
Learn from them. Ask questions whenever you need to and listen to their advices and opinions with
an open mind and a willing-to-learn attitude.
 Get ideas. ‘Travel broadens the mind” (Proverb). Being an employee gives you chances to visit
various places and people. You will have more chances to get inspirations and learn from ideas or
people.
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THE START-UP JOURNEY: STEPS IN ESTABLISHING A BUSINESS
Your checklists
1. Idea
2. Business Analysis and Market Research
3. Resources
4. Financing
5. Business set-up
6. Planning and Scheduling
7. People
8. Marketing and Sales
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1. DEVELOP AN IDEA
There are several ways to generate a business idea and bring it to life. This section will show you
some entrepreneurs’ innovative business ideas. From the stories, you will see the unique features of each
business idea and how the entrepreneurs turned an idea into a real business.
SwitchFlops, a sandals brand, owned by Lindsay Phillips
Lindsay Phillips got an idea of starting SwitchFlops from a brilliant idea in her high school’s art
project when she was 16. She designed and created a lot of fun and colorful ceramic buttons to put on
traps of a flip-flop. As she got a lot of positive feedbacks from those who have seen it, she decided to start
her SwitchFlops brand that provides flip-flop sandals with interchangeable straps. (Isidro, 2012)
What makes it different?
There are many sites that sell shoes and sandals. However, SwitchFlops allows customers to design
the sandals with their own styles and favorite materials. Phillips also listened to feedbacks from customers
and used the information to improve her business.
Shoptiques, an online retail shop, owned by Olga Vidisheva
Olga Vidisheva came up with the idea of Shoptiques, an online fashion retail shop, due to her
experience of a trip to France. During the trip, Olga Vidisheva experienced shopping at a boutique that
she considered ‘a wonder boutique with the friendliest and most stylish owner’. After the trip, she really
wanted to come back to the boutique, but it was quite unreasonable to travel all the way to visit a
boutique. Thus, Vidisheva came up with the idea of bringing those boutiques into one place, Shoptiques.
On the website, many boutiques provide images and prices of their products and customers can order
and purchase them online. (Nylon, 2012)
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What makes it different?
Shoptiques focuses on local boutiques with unique items and affordable products. It does not focus
on popular brands with expensive products. Shoptiques also provide a special shopping experience: it
brings the local boutiques from different locations to one place for customers to go shopping. Also,
customers are able to communicate with boutique workers through SMS chat during shopping.
Etsy, an online site that sells handmade products, owned by Robert Kalin and Chris Macguire
Etsy offers mainly unique handmade products. The site is quite similar to Amazon or eBay. Robert
Kalin, Co-founder of Etsy, came up with the idea of the business because he couldn’t sell a wood-encased
computer that he created. He and his friend, Chris Macguire, tried to create a community for crafters and
found that there would be a potential market for crafts. They brought in Schoppik, a self-taught computer
whiz, and three co-founders worked together to launce Etsy. (Kulikowski, 2012)
What make it different?
The co-founders found a niche market and focused on satisfying the needs of crafters and people
who love crafts. The site continues to grow by developing new options for customers such as ‘shop local’
(allowing buyers to deal with sellers nearby to reduce the shipping distance).
As you can see, it could be any experience in life that leads the entrepreneurs to realize there is a
potential market for a particular product or business idea. Inspiration can come from anywhere. There is
not an accurate way to come up with an idea. If you are passionate about coming up with ideas and bring
them into actual business, you need to think creatively and be conscious about how a product or service
can bring benefits to consumers. Moreover, in order to standout from the competitors, your idea needs to
be unique and feasible.
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2. BUSINESS IDEAS ANALYSIS & MARKET RESEARCH
Analyze a Business Idea
Most entrepreneurial minds are really passionate about their business ideas so they want to start it
right away. However, it is vital to analyze the feasibility of the ideas first. Nancy Shenker, ONswitch LLC’s
president, says, “Entrepreneurs are often so passionate about their ideas, they can lose objectivity.”
(Spaeder, n.d.)
Market research is a helpful task to determine the potential of your idea. There are several ways
that entrepreneurs can use to test their business idea such as search engines, research agencies, or
counselors. Besides researching about the market, sampling can be a great tool to test consumers’
opinions about your products. Based on the collected information and materials, you might conduct an
analysis for your business. It could be SWOT analysis with the company’s or idea’s strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats. Or, according to Spaeder (n.d.), there are four elements to analyze a business
idea: (1) Company, (2) Customer, (3) Competitor, and (4) Collaborators.
1. Company. Relate the business idea to its features as products/ services and the benefits it brings to
the consumers.
2. Customer. Look at three main types of customer: the purchasers, the influencers, and the end users.
3. Competitor. Think about who would be your competitors and how would you compete with them.
You could look at how your competitors are doing with their businesses and develop strategies for
your business.
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4. Collaborators. Consider some organizations or people who might be interested in your business
such as the media or associations.
Interestingly, according to the interviews conducted for this guidebook, most entrepreneurs were
not sure if the businesses would work. However, they were very passionate about the business and tried
every thing possible to get their products sold. They all agree that it was a process of learning step-bystep to grow the business. Josh Sundberg, co-founder of Cliché boutique, stated that “we tested the
market, respond to it, and find more things to work on.” (J. Sundberg, personal communication, 2013)
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Market Research
Gauri Sharma, CEO of Lab43, a market research company, points out the most common mistakes of
entrepreneur when doing market research is that they simply focused on proving the potential of
purchase intent. Thus, Sharma believes, it only solves part of the problem. The author mentions four
questions that entrepreneurs should look at when researching for their business idea:
Does your product/ service solve a real problem? You need to make sure if you product serve as an
actual need or only as something fun to have.
What is the size of the market? You need to consider if the ‘problem’ is recognized by a ‘universal’
market or certain types of consumers. In order to figure out this question, doing research is a good
choice.
Do you find any other related needs? By conducting market research, you gain more information
and understanding about different aspects of the problem. Hence, you might find some useful related
needs that your product/ service might fulfill.
Are your audience honest? There are many people around you that can be considered your
customers such as your friends, family members or co-workers. However, it is important to test your idea
with people who will honestly give you their opinions but not be afraid of hurting your feelings.
(Adapted from Sharma, 2013)
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Target Customers
Understanding the market and consumers is an essential part of a fashion business. As fashion
products are more about consumers’ wants rather than needs, you need to know your customers well in
order to satisfy them. Research will help you collect materials and data about your target customers.
Looking for demographic, geographic, and psychographic information is a good start. From the
information found, you will be able to determine the appropriate products, features, prices, and
advertising strategies, etc., for your specific market segments. According to Wolfe (2009), market
research is a continuing task for companies that sell fashion goods. Companies with the fastest pick up on
trends are more likely to succeed against the competitors. There are several methods can be used in
market research including surveys, consumer panels, focus groups, computer databases, and electronic
feedback tests, etc. (p. 86)
Before entering an industry, it is helpful to know more about the growth of the market within that
industry. You can find information about market growth or trends of the apparel industry through reports
from a research agency. Within an industry, companies also aim to grow their market shares as much as
possible. Understanding the market will help you know more about your competitors and find an effective
strategy to compete with them.
The next step after researching about the market is to narrow down your market segment, which
means find your specific target groups of customers. If you do not understand your target customer
clearly, it is difficult for you to satisfy them. Hence, research about target customers is an ongoing process
that you need to pay attention to in order to find new potential customers and satisfy your current
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consumers. You can research for market tastes and trends through research agencies, reports, or through
your sales records or customers feedbacks.
If you are not familiar with the terms demographic, geographic, and psychographic in marketing,
table 24 will show you more about the information of each category. By understanding the characteristics
of your target customers, you will be able to apply the appropriate selling and marketing methods to
reach them. Evaluation of the collected data will help you make the right decisions.
Descriptions
Demographic
Gender, age, income, education
level, marital status, occupation,
ethnic, religion, race, etc.
Geographic
Locations
Psychographic
Personality, lifestyles, spending
habits, tastes, values, interests
Buying motives
A consumer might buy a garment
Consumers’ purchases were influenced by ‘buying motives’ just because she likes it. Some
including rational and emotional behaviors. Rational behavior relates factors relate to emotional decision
to consumers’ logical thinking, which often looks at products and include desire for status, personal
their durability, comfort, care, quality and price. On the other hand, pride, or ambition, etc.
emotional behavior depends on feelings (Wolfe, 2009, p.255).
Table 24: Some Highlights about customers in fashion business
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o Fashion industry is more consumer-driven. Consumers highly pay attention to both quality and
pricing. (“Fashion Forward Customers Lead The Apparel Industry, 2010)
o Cultural and social aspects. You need to understand your customers’ culture depending on their
locations, religions, social and cultural context, etc., to determine the appropriate products and
styles that fit with the customers’ cultures.
o Weather. The weather determines the type of clothes that consumers’ needs. Study about the
weather helps you choose the right styles and materials to satisfy the needs.
o Brand personality. Consumers have different perceptions about values and traits of a brand. For
example, brands with frequent deals might be considered cheap and low quality, or brands
features products warranty is seen as reliable. (Solomon and Rabolt, 2009, p. 278) Consumers look
for brands’ and products’ characteristics and traits that match with their personalities.
o Fashion as a form of communication. Wearers send messages to others about themselves
through clothing. Clothing communicates about our personal and social information such as status,
self-esteem, and values, etc. How we dress influence others’ perception about us. (Solomon and
Rabolt, 2009, p. 315)
o Customer experience. Make sure you offer your customers the best quality products and services.
They will tell their friends about you and you have more potential customers. (Gringham, 2013)
o Consumers are becoming more and more selective. Consumers know more about quality and
pricing through the media. Thus, they are becoming choosier in shopping. Fashion is a competitive
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industry with various brands and products. Consumers have more options to choose from. Thus,
being unique and standout from the competitors is essential to win the customers.
o Fashion leaders. Customers who are fashion forward play important roles in generating profits for
fashion businesses. They mostly belong to the higher income group, aged 18-33, and they enjoy
shopping in Departmental stores and specialty shops for apparels.

Figure 3: Percentage of Fashion Forward Customers (Fashion Forward Customers Lead The Apparel
Industry, 2010)
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Some sources for Market Research:








www.sba.gov U.S. Small Business Administration, provides information about small business, loans
and grants, contracting, local assistance, and news, etc., free of charge
www.census.gov United States Census Bureau, provides information about business, geography,
data, research, people, and the nation’s economy, free of charge
http://www.esa.doc.gov Economics & Statistics Administration, United States Department of
Commerce, provides economic analysis, national economic indicators, in-depth reports and fact
sheets, etc., free of charge
www.pewinternet.org A research center with researches on issues, attitudes, and trends shaping
America and the world, contains a lot of free data
www.scarborough.com A research agency that studies about consumer trends in local areas
around the country, contains some free reports and charges for services
www.nielsen.com An international media and marketing research agency that study consumers in
more than 100 countries, contains some free reports and charges for services
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Fashion Research
Fashion forecasting is a necessary element of fashion research. Fashion industry is based on
‘changes’. Hence, keeping up with changes and new trends is an essential mission of every fashion
business. As you have narrowed down your target consumers, you can focus on analyzing fashion trends
relating to your customers. In order to save budget when you first start, you might learn about trends from
popular fashion magazines such as Elle, Vogue, Glamour, Style, or InStyle, etc. Depending on the type of
markets you aim to reach, there are different types of magazines that provide information about trends.
The magazines mentioned above mainly focus on women’s fashion. Other fashion markets include fashion
for men, children, plus size, or maternity, etc. The more effective and accurate way to research for trends
forecasting is to hire some professionals or agencies to work for you.
Some fashion trade publications:
 California Apparel News
 WWD – Women’s Wear Daily
http://www.apparelnews.net
http://www.wwd.com
 The Business of Fashion
 Textile World
http://www.businessoffashion.com
http://www.textileworld.com
 The Drapers online
 Footwear News
http://www.drapersonline.com
http://www.wwd.com/footwear-news
 Fashion’s Collective
 Impressions – The Decorated Apparel
http://fashionscollective.com
Authority
http://impressions.issshows.com/index.shtml

Research agencies for fashion market research:
 NPD Group: conducts fashion market research and solutions for apparel, footwear, and accessories
markets
https://www.npd.com/wps/portal/npd/us/industry-expertise/fashion/
 GFK: researches and tracks market trends for fashion and luxury goods markets for clothing
http://www.gfk.com/Industries/fashion-and-lifestyle/Pages/default.aspx
 WGSN: provides researches in future fashion trends, strategies for business growth and
performance efficiency
http://www.wgsn.com/about-wgsn
 Stylesight: offers services in fashion forecasting and trend analysis
http://www.stylesight.com/en/about-stylesight
 Fashion Snoops: provides global trend research and advices for companies
http://www.fashionsnoops.com/VisiterArea.aspx
 The Doneger Group: a leading source of global fashion trend focusing on merchandising direction
http://www.doneger.com/web/136444.htm
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3. LOOK FOR RESOURCES
Sourcing for good quality products with good pricing points is an important part of every business.
In the fashion industry, starting a new apparel line requires fabrics, accessories, and materials, etc.; while
opening a retail store requires buying merchandises. There are several ways to look for supplies or
merchandises such as:
 Attending local and international textile shows for latest trends or products
 Looking for information about fabrics and merchandises online
 Ordering sample yardage from textile shows, trade papers, jobbers, converter mills, online
Websites, etc.
Harder (2010) noted that entrepreneurs should not over-estimate the amount of fabrics or
merchandises needed for the first order. (p. 109) You should not waste your budget in the first place. It is
important to decide the appropriate amount of supplies or merchandises for the first order, and correctly
estimate the amount for the next orders. If there is any problem with the supplies, you can talk to the mills
or suppliers and charge them for that. Remember, selling as much of left over inventories as possible is
crucial.
Below are some sources of supplies that you can check out.
Tradeshows:
 Northstar Fashion Exhibitors: http://www.northstarfashion.com
The St. Paul River Centre: 175 Kellogg Blvd West, St. Paul, MN 55102
There are also one-day trade shows happening in different times in the Minneapolis/ St. Paul areas. You
should search for dates and locations of these events online and put them on your calendar. Besides, there
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are various trade shows in other states within the U.S. that will provide great sources of supplies for your
business. Otherwise, you can attend international tradeshows to expand your supplies sources.
Regional Fashion Markets:
Retail buyers can also attend market weeks in other places such as New York, California, Chicago,
Miami, Dallas, etc. Some popular market weeks include NYC Fashion Market Weeks, Los Angeles Market
Center, Dallas Market Center, and Miami Market Center.
Apparel Marts:
 Minneapolis Mart: http://www.mplsmart.com/
Sources for Fabrics, Materials and Merchandises: manufacturers, vendors, wholesalers, catalogs,
importers, and companies’ Websites, etc.
 Charlotte Fabrics: 3101 Louisiana Ave. N, New Hope, MN 55427
http://www.charlottefabrics.com/index.php
 SR Harris Fabric Outlet: 8865 Zealand Ave., Brooklyn Park, MN 55445
http://www.srharrisfabric.com/index.html
 Logantex: http://www.logantexfabrics.com/index.html
 Fabric Textile Warehouse: PO BOX 459, Wilmar, MN 56201
http://www.fabrictextilewarehouse.com/catalog/index.php
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Other resources:
There are also other useful resources for fashion buyers include resident buying offices,
merchandise brokers, reporting or consulting services, manufacturers’ traveling sales representatives.
 Resident buying offices: provide client retailers with information about fashion markets and buying
help
 Merchandise brokers: arrange retail buying between clients and vendors
 Reporting/ consulting services: collect, analyze and report data about merchandising activities
 Manufacturers’ traveling sales representatives: visit buyers and provide information about their
products (Wolfe, 2009, p. 330, 331)

Ask an Entrepreneur
Question
How did you find good
sources of supplies?

Entrepreneurs
Michele Gudmunson &
Wesley Uthus
Co-founders of PRIMP
boutique
St. Paul, Minnesota

Answers
“A lot of supplies was trial and error, we started
by buying things online from wholesalers and
often times it would come in as a different
fabrication than expected. In the first year, we
had a lot of damages and items we couldn’t
move out because of this.
First and foremost you have to listen to what
your customers want and then start looking for
supplies, either on the Internet, shopping
competition, or trade shows.” (M. Gudmunson
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Laine Weinberg
Co-founder of Kokoon,
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Josh Sundberg
Cliché boutique
Minneapolis, Minnesota

& W. Uthus, personal communication, 2013)
“At first, I shopped for supplies at local fabric
stores or resource directory with fabrics
representatives. Some of the good sources for
fabrics supplies include New York and
Westcoast.” (L. Weinberg, personal
communication, 2013)
“We didn’t really understand the markets when
we first started. However, the representatives at
the markets helped us in many steps. Northstar
is a good source for supplies in Minneapolis.
Besides, when you have a business, you should
travel for more variety of supplies such as
markets in New York.” (J. Sundberg, personal
communication, 2013)

When and how to order merchandises/ supplies?
A. Buying Plan:
You do not want to buy a huge amount of merchandise and end up with left over products waiting
for clearance. Hence, you need to plan before buying. The important types of information needed to
make the right buying decision include trends, consumers’ behaviors, financial condition, and
categories of products.
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Trends: you can learn about new trends through different media channels such as magazines,
online fashion magazines, or fashion blogs, etc. Besides, you might ask your suppliers or
partners for information. You can also look at your past records to see consumers’ favorite
items. Moreover, attending fashion shows or trade shows (mentioned previously in the section)
is also a very good way to catch up with new fashion trends.
Consumers’ behaviors: This information can be learned from your company’s past selling
records or through surveys or reports. You might also hire an agency to research about the
target consumers’ behaviors.
Financial condition: planning for buying merchandise needs to be based on your financial
plan. Wolfe (2009) suggested companies to use a six-month merchandise plan to estimate the
amount of budget, stock, sales and profits in a six-month period.
Assort different categories of products: As you’ve planned for the budget, you now need to
plan for the quantity, sizes, etc. of different categories of products that you want to sell. There
are several types of products that you might want to sell; hence, classifying them into categories
will have you estimate the right quantity for each item. You have options to look for computer
software programs or Internet sites that support planning and managing inventories.

B. Buying decisions:
After planning for merchandises buying, you can visit vendors and showrooms and review the
detail information about items. When you decide the types and volumes of items, you can compare it
to your buying plan before making the decisions. Wolfe (2009) noted that normally prices of regular
items were firm. However, buyers could also bargain for better prices. As you suggest the deals with
the sellers, you will be introduced with the term of sales.
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4.FINANCING
How much money do you need?
According to Tiffany, in How to Start a Clothing Store, a startup cost of $250,000 is recommended
for a clothing store’s owner. However, there are options to cut down the costs depending on your target
market, and your chosen locations, business models or distribution methods. For example, instead of
renting right away a big and good-looking studio for your showroom, you can start selling your products
online; or you might advertise your products through social networks rather than TV-commercials or
magazine ads.
Table 25: Some designers and startup budgets:
Designers
Launching year
Budget
Calvin Klein
1968
$10,000
Gunmetal
1998
$300,000
Milly
2000
$100,000
Derek Lam
2002
$380,000
Source: The Fashion Designer Survival Guide, no. 3, pg. 34

Designers who wish to start a clothing store should plan enough budget the operation expenses of
the first three years. (Gehlhar, 2008, p. 33)
Finding a financial advisor. It is important to choose the right financial advisor for your business.
Harder (2010) suggested that you should begin with asking people you know for professionals or
qualified accountants. Harder also advised starters to check their credentials by checking with the Better
Business Bureau (p. 59).
Raising capitals for your business. Sources for capitals include savings, money from family or friends
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Estimating the first startup costs: (The blank areas are designed for you to add your expenses and
complete your cost estimated worksheet)
Items

Cost
estimates

Cash
Inventory/
Merchandises
Research &
Development
Rent
Equipment
Office furniture
Supplies
Legal work
Insurance
Logo & Web Design
Marketing expenses
Showroom decoration

Total Estimated Start-up
Cost Required

$

Your checklist and notes
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Determining costs for operations
The previous section illustrates the estimated amount of capital need to start a business. This
section focuses on costs for operations include cost of materials, merchandises, rent, salaries, taxes,
insurances, and miscellaneous expenses, etc. Preparing documents to plan and record revenues and
expenses is necessary to keep track of the business’ finance. Myers-McDevitt (2011) noted four types of
costing in an apparel business, especially those that produce products:
o Preliminary costing: This costing method is conducted before making samples by estimating costs
based on similar styles or products.
o Cost estimating: This phase is done after samples are made. A cost sheet will list all costs relating to
making garments such as materials, sales expenses, or labor, etc.
o Detailed costing: This costing is implemented after the styles have been chosen for an apparel line
just prior to production. This stage is more detailed and accurate as it based on specific production
methods used at this stage. For example, detailed costing looks at the cost of materials and sewing
methods, then modify the design to make the garment affordable to the market.
o Actual costs: The actual costs are collected after production. The chief financial officer within the
business will carefully look at the actual costs reports. Based on the actual costs, the financial
manager can improve costing plan and executions for the next periods. Besides, managing the cost
carefully helps the manager react to problems when they occur such as garment costs get out of
control.
(Adapted from Myers-McDevitt, 2011, p. 14, 15)
In planning for costs of each apparel line, a manager needs to consider the products’ designs and
quality to see if they are profitable, feasible, and marketable. Similarly to sourcing merchandises,
planning ahead will help prevent a business from overuse the budget.
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5. SET UP A BUSINESS
A. Legal Works
When you reach this section, it means that you are sure about running a business. As you have a
clear plan for the business, it is time to establish company and make your business come to life. In short,
now you need to obtain licenses for your business. The following steps will guide you to work on your
necessary legal documents to start your company.
o Choosing the right types of organization.
Sole Proprietorship. A sole proprietorship business is the simplest form of organization and is
owned and managed by an individual. The owner will receive the profits or loss and he/she is also
responsible for debts of the business.
Requirements: business assumed name, business licenses and federal and state tax identification
numbers.
Corporation. A corporation is a separate legal entity that is owned by one or more shareholders. A
board of directors will be responsible to manage the corporation. As a separate legal entity from its
owners, the corporation will be responsible for its debts. The government establishes procedures and
criteria for forming a corporation. Failing to follow the statutory required might lead to loss of
corporate status and imposition on shareholders’ liability.
Requirements: corporate name, registered office, registered agent, number of authorized shares of
stock
Partnership. A business that is owned by two or more individuals is called a partnership business.
All partners share equal rights and responsibilities to run and manage the business. Each partner is
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responsible for the company’s debts. The partners will be taxed on their shares of the company’s
profits and their individual income tax rates.
Requirements: business licenses, a business assumed name, federal and state tax identification
numbers, and unemployment insurance employer account number.
Limited Liability Partnership. The company is responsible for its debts. Individual partner is
protected from liability or obligations.
Requirements: a registration for the effect of limited liability partnership, business licenses, an
assumed name, unemployment insurance employer account number, and worker’s compensation
insurance.
Limited Liability Company. A limited liability company is a separate entity. Owners of the company
do not risk loss of personal assets due to the company’s liability. In Minnesota, a limited liability
company with more than one member has option to be taxed as a partnership or corporation. The
company must obtain both federal and state tax identification number. Similar to corporate, limited
liability companies are also required to follow procedures and criteria specified by statute.
Requirements: registered office located in Minnesota, an assumed name, names, addresses and
signatures of organizers, etc.
(Schaffer, Harris & Simmer, 2013, p. 1-6)
For more information about types of organizations in Minnesota, check out the website:
http://www.positivelyminnesota.com
o Considering tax in choosing types of organizations
Sole Proprietorship: The business’ profits will be taxed at the owner’s income tax rate, both Federal
and Minnesota taxes.
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Corporation: A corporation is taxed on its profits at corporation income tax rates. The corporation’s
profits will be taxed before it pays the dividends. The shareholders are taxed on dividends they
received from corporation.
Or a corporation might be taxed similarly to ‘partnership’ form of business – profits will be taxed
on shareholders at their individual tax rates.
Partnership: The owners (partners) will be taxed based on their shares of the business’ profits at
their individual income tax rates, both for federal and Minnesota purposes.
Limited Liability Company: A LLC might be taxed similarly to sole proprietorship (LLCs with one
member), partnership (LLCs with at least two members), or corporation (LLCs with at least two
members). LLC companies in Minnesota have some flexibility with the federal income tax treatment. A
LLC with more than one owner have options to be taxed as a partnership or corporation. A LLC with
one owner might be taxed as a sole proprietorship or a corporation.
(Schaffer, Harris & Simmer, 2013, p. 16-17)
o Choosing a business name.
An assumed name is required for a business to operate different activities. Companies need to
obtain a legal name by filing a certificate of assumed name for the business.
Note:
 You should choose a name that is different from your own name.
 It is good to investigate the use of a name before applying for it.
 Registration of assumed name is for consumer to see the identity of the business owners, it does not
protect the name from being used by others.
 A domain name or Federal trademark require a completely different process.
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o Preparing documents with the Office of the Minnesota Secretary of State
The Secretary of State provides a service in filing business documents.
 Business Licenses
 Resale License
 Employer Identification Number
 Registration Number
 Taxes Forms
 Garment Manufacturing License
o Studying the laws and policies to protect the company’s asset, copyrights, etc.
It is also important to pay attention to laws that protect your intellectual property. If you need more
information about this, please have a look at A Guide to Intellectual Property Protection available at
Small Business Assistance Office.
Notes:
 You might register a Trademark by signing disclosure agreements with the involved people or
organizations to protect your business ideas.
 To protect your product idea, apply for copyright through www.copyright.gov
 It is vital to sign contracts for any sale business.
o Insurance
You might also acquire an insurance package for your business. First, remember to examine the
company’s insurance needs. Some types of insurance available are property insurance, workers’
compensation insurance, liability insurance, and e-insurance for online business, etc. Gehlhar (2008)
suggested that buying insurance for your property and inventory is vital to avoid loss or damage from
weather, theft, or business interruption. (p. 27)
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o Additional sources of information on legal works
 A guide to starting a business in Minnesota. (2013). Minnesota Department of Employment and
Economic Development
 SBA. U.S. Small Business Administration http://www.sba.gov
B. Business Model
Now, your legal works are done. It’s time to set up an appropriate business model for your
business. This step will be very important as your business grows. At the beginning, you may want to
keep everything simple to reduce the amount of works. However, when your business starts to grow, you
want to extend you business and hire more employees. At this point, you need an efficient and effective
business model to manage different processes in your company.
Tip Box
Kawasaki (2004) in The Art of the Start mentions some tips to determine your business model:
o Be Specific. Clearly define your target market, find a niche, establish your goals and develop
strategies to achieve your goals
o Keep It Simple. Be able to describe your business in ten words using simple words – e.g. of
eBay: “It charges a listing fee plus a commission. End of story.”
o Copy Somebody. Relate your business model to some successful ones (p.14-15)
Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010) illustrated nine important elements of a business models including ‘key
activities, key resources, key partners, customers segments, customer relationships, cost structure, value
propositions, channels and revenue streams.’ Table 26 below illustrates the nine important elements of a
business model.
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Elements

Descriptions

Customer
Segments

Definition: Different groups of customers that your business serves
Questions you should ask
Who are your target customers?
What you should do
 Categorize the segments into common needs or characteristics.
This makes it easier to better satisfy each segment.
 Research and collect information for best understanding your
customers
Definition: Products and services your business offers that bring
benefits and values to customer segments
Questions you should ask
 What benefits do we try to deliver to our customers?
 What problems or needs that our services or products solve?
What you should do
 Categorize value propositions based on the needs that they
satisfy
 Improve your product quality or service performance
Definition: Communication methods that your company choose to
bring your value to the target customers
Questions you should ask
 How do we reach our customers?
 Which channel do they prefer?
 Which channel is the most effective?

Value
Propositions

Channels

Your Checklist
Note down what you would do
for your business
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Customer
Relationships

Revenue
Streams

What you should do
 Selecting the right channel to reach a particular customer
segment
Channels should allow customers to get information about our
products and services, to send feedbacks, to purchase our
products/ services, and to receive post-purchase support from our
company.
Definition: The type of relationship your business wishes to create
and maintain with each customer segment
Questions you should ask
What type of relationship do we want to maintain with this
particular customer?
What you should do
 Consider the types of customer relationships that fit with your
products or services
 Based on types of relationships, you implement appropriate
communication strategies to maintain connections with your
customers
 Examples: personal assistant relationship requires direct
communication between you and your customers; or in cocreation relationship, you allow your customers to contribute to
your value (e.g.: Youtube allows customers to post their own
videos)
Definition: The amount of budget that customers are willing to pay
for our products/ services
Questions you should ask
 What type of benefits that our customers are willing to pay for?
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Key Resources

Key Activities

 How much do they pay?
 How do they prefer to pay?
What you should do
 Consider effective pricing strategies depending on type of
products/ services and its value
 Some ways to generate revenue: selling physical products,
charging usage or subscription fees, and providing leasing or
licensing, etc.
Definition: Necessary sources or assets that are required in a
business
E.g.: people, finance, supplies, or information, etc.
Questions you should ask
 What are the important resources to improve our business
value and customer relationships?
 What are the important resources to generate sales and earn
profits?
What you should do
 Pay attention to the quality of your resources including the
people, the physical assets, the information, and financial
resources
 Efficiently manage your resources
Definition: The most important activities needed to operate your
business model
Questions you should ask
What are the activities required to maintain our business value,
reach the customers, and generate profits?
What you should do
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 Product-based company: highly focus on production activities
such as creating and delivering products
 Service-based company: focus on solving problems for
customers
Definition: Partners that support and make your business model
work
Questions you should ask
Who are our most important partners?
What you should do
 Determining the key partners
 Cooperate with partners to improve sourcing activities,
performance, and product quality, reduce cost, and compete
with the competitors
Definition: All costs required to operate a business model
Questions you should ask
Which resources or activities require the most costs?
What you should do
 Determining the most important costs
 Minimizing the unnecessary costs
 Spending your funds effectively and efficiently depending on
the value propositions that you choose for your business
 E.g.: Businesses that focus on high value products are less
concerned about minimizing the cost. They focus more on
delivering the best quality products/ services to their
customers.
Adapted from Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010, p. 16-41

Table 26: Elements of a business model
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6. PLANNING AND SCHEDULING
Planning plays a vital role in how a manager manages the business’ operations. Strategic planning
helps a manager keep tracks of the daily operations as well as long-term activities of the business. MyerMcDevitt (2011) mentioned two main types of business planning including short-term planning and longterm planning. Short-term planning focused on daily or weekly operations for short-term such as a year. In
contrast, long-term planning targets more on goals that extended beyond the 5-year period. (p. 27)
After planning, setting up a schedule for producing or buying merchandises is needed. Scheduling
helps the operators know what, when and where to buy supplies or merchandises. Keeping track of
orders and sales of the first periods of your business is a good source to plan for ordering merchandises.
Based on the interviews for the guidebook, entrepreneurs suggest that it is efficient to purchase
merchandises or supplies for a season in advance, approximately 4 to 6 weeks or even 6 months (M.
Gudmunson, W. Uthus, & J. Sundberg, personal communications, 2013).
Depending on your business model and the type of products and services your business offer, you
might come up with different schedules for production or merchandising. This task improves
performance efficiency and helps the manager control time and costs.
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7. PEOPLE
Running a business requires you to pay attention to several tasks and issues. It is very difficult and
inefficient to do everything by your self. You need people. They might be friends, families, partners,
suppliers, investors, or employees, etc. Finding the right people to support your business will help you
overcome the obstacles and build up a strong business.
A. Partners. It’s your option to choose to do everything on your own or to find a partner to support you in
running a business.
Benefits of having a partner:
Gehlhar (2008) stated that a designer found it difficult to handle every aspect of a business even if
he or she had some business knowledge and skills. (p. 23) Therefore, having a partner, especially the one
with skills that you lack of, will help take care of areas of the business that you are not familiar with. He or
she can also be a credible source of knowledge and advices.
Risks: Having a partner means you have to share your power in your business. Hence, you might face a
risk of losing your power if your partner tries to control the company. Besides, working with another
person can easily cause conflicts if both partners do not know how to communicate effectively. Moreover,
when you have a partner, you will depend part of the company’s work on him or her. Hence, if the partner
leaves the company, you might find yourself in trouble struggling with a double amount of works.
How to look for a partner: You might ask you family, friends, suppliers, or lawyers to see if they know
someone suitable for the position. You can also go to Universities, organizations, or clubs for references.
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Remember:
 Think carefully about partnership and consider if you really need one, think about your business
and list out what a partner can brings to the business
 Expand your networks to find suitable partners or support for your business
 Carefully investigate the potential partner’s backgrounds and professions
 Learn more about the partner’s personalities, working styles, and work ethics through
conversations and discussions
 Be clear and commitment on contracts and agreements between you and your partners, sit down
with your partners and discuss about how you will run the business together, come up with a
written and signed partnership agreement, learn more about partnership, related legal works and
how you will be taxed
Legal Partnership Agreement includes
o Name of the partnership
o Contributions to the partnerships: contributions, ownership percentage, capitals or assets, etc.
o Compensation: how partners get paid and how will you deal with profits or losses
o Business decisions: how decisions are made
o Management duties: clearly divide the roles and responsibilities of each partner

(Adapted from Beesley, 2012)




Look for partners in the same location as yours to make communication and meetings easily (Pozin,
2012)
Look for partners that have similar vision as your about the future of the business (Pozin, 2012)
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B. Finding Professionals
Accounting
Accounting and bookkeeping is a vital part in running a business because it involves finance. As an
owner, you need to keep track of all transactions, cash-flow, incomes, and expenses of your business. You
have options to work on bookkeeping and accounting on your own, hire a bookkeeper, or buy some
accounting software. It depends on the amount of workload, transactions, and the size of your business.
Even if you hire a professional to work on it, you still need to keep track of your business’ financial
transactions.
Legal Issues Consultants
If you are not familiar with legal issues in running a business as well as products’ copyrights, you
should hire a professional agency to help you. A legal assistant will be helpful in giving you advices and
information relating to policies and laws to avoid legal problems in the future.
Gehlhar’s Tips on Protecting Yourself from Legal Issues (2008)
 Communicate through writing methods to record all agreements
 Read agreements carefully and pay attention on details
 Ask questions for unclear content or information
 Monitor legal fees (p. 26)
C. Finding your Employees
Gehlhar (2008) suggested that entrepreneurs should look at interns in the first place because they
might agree to work for low salaries to gain experience. She mentioned good places to find interns would
be fashion schools around your area. (p. 28) You should think about expanding your staff when the
company’s financial condition is ready to support part-time or full-time employment.
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Remember:
In order to create an effective working environment, you should:
 Hire people you like that share similar work disciplines and ethics with you because they are the
people that you deal with every day.
 Communicate effectively with employees is also important.
 Engage and encourage your employees to clearly understand and work toward the same goal of
the company.
 Understand legal issues relating to hiring people.
D. Investor
Similar to finding partners, you need to consider looking for investors only if you really need to. It
is important to remember that it is not easy to convince an investor to invest in your business. If you
believe you really need investors, do not forget to research more about what investors expect in a small
business. In order to persuade the investor, you need to show them that they will get their money back.
Below are some of the questions you should prepare to answer:
 How much money do you need, and how much equity you are willing to give up
 What is unique about your business/ product/ or service that they should invest in
 How is your business performing, does your business generate profits and have the potential to
grow in the near future
 What do you need the money for, how will you use the money to generate profits
 Who are in charge
(Adopted from “Five Things Prospective Investors Are Looking for in Your Business”, 2009)
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8. MARKETING AND SALES
A business would no longer exist if you cannot sell your products. Thus, bringing your products to
the customers and convincing them to purchase your products is your biggest mission. The role of
marketing and promotion is as important as designing or improving your garments. Fashion is not only
about trend. It reflects an individual’s interests, personality, and lifestyle. One favors a brand or a fashion
styles because of different reasons. It’s your job to show the customers that your products are designed
for them.

Positioning & Branding

“You don’t buy clothes – you buy an identity.” (Tungate, p. 1)
Positioning is an important part in marketing for a business. It demonstrates how consumers think
about your company and products. Guy Kawasaki (2004), mentioned some elements of the art of
positioning including ‘positive’, ‘customer-centric’, and ‘empowering’, etc. (p. 30). Being ‘positive’ means
you need to create a positive image of your business with benefits it brings to the consumers. Secondly,
‘customer-centric’ demonstrates the main purpose of a business – it’s what you do for your customer. And
last but not least, positioning your business requires ‘empowering’ element, which is about empowering
the same belief and goals within your employees. In order to effectively position your business in the
market, you need to understand your business and your customers clearly and integrate marketing
strategies to communicate your image and messages to the potential customers.
Tungate (2008) studied about brands and consumers and he found that there were different factors
that influenced a consumer in making decisions. He concluded that consumers have become wise in that
they know more about the fashion business. A consumer could be his/ her own stylist and they had more
knowledge about fashion styles and quality just as a fashion professional. Tungage found that consumer
were no longer loyal to just one brand. They mixed garments from different brands to create their own
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styles. However, the older and wealthier group of consumers might be more loyal to a brand. In that case,
quality, trustworthiness and reputation would be very important. Last but not least, Tungate mentioned
that the trend of ‘smart clothing’ would be demanding such as easily washable, iron-free or lightweighted clothes, etc. Based on Tungate’s study, there are more and more opportunities for small
businesses and new brands to enter the market and win their customers (p. 248-249). Consumers may be
interacted with your brand in different ways and develop their own perspectives about the brand. Thus,
it’s your job to be consistent in positioning and branding your business. Gehlhar (2008) suggested that
consistency is key in positioning and branding. It is required in designing and developing the unique
image of the brand (p. 121). In order to promote your brand, you need to send out the same message to
the audience through your logo, brand, design, theme colors, products, packaging, and services, etc.

Your Logo
A logo helps consumers to recognize your brand whenever they see it. Your logo should be simple,
attractive, and easy to remember. Most fashion brands simply use their name to develop the logo. If you
are not familiar with design and its principles, you might hire an agency or a freelance designer to work
for you.

The Four Ps
If you have heard of the concept of the 4Ps in principles of marketing, it is the good start to develop
marketing strategies for your business. The concept includes four important elements of marketing:
product, price, promotion, and place.
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1st P. Product Management
BOF Team (2013) notes that, in fashion industry, “we are often designing products that people don’t
yet know they want, then using our various marketing strategies to unleash their desire.” Being creative is
always important in fashion industry. If you are a designer, you don’t want to follow trends, you want to
create trends. However, on the business and marketing aspect, understanding and updating information
about trends is important to establish the appropriate marketing initiatives. Combining the two aspects
and balancing between creativity and an understanding of your customers will get you closer to success.
Rebecca Minkoff tips on product development
1. ‘Be unique’. Your products should satisfy consumers’ need and stand out from others.
2. Considering the right price. Consumers love high quality products with affordable price.
Hence, it is critical to decide the right price for your products. “I didn’t put a tag on it
saying it was made with this other type of leather, but the bag didn’t look the same, and
my customers knew it,” says Rebecca Minkoff.
3. Actively communicate with your customers. Listening to what consumers are thinking
about your products is a great way to improve and overcome the obstacles.
(as noted in Fell, 2011)

In fashion business, launching a new collection every season is a common step to attract customers
and generate sales. Analyzing sales results every season will help you determine what type of products
generate the most sales and what not. Based on the evaluation, you will be able to improve your products,
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styles, or materials preferred by the customers to sell more next season. If you are wondering about how
to do it, here are some ways you can do to learn more about the products:
 Look at sales results in your sales records documents
 Ask your customers through emails, ratings or reviews tools
 Ask your partners, suppliers, or people you know about trends in styles, materials, and price, etc.
 Ask your employees about products’ performance
 Look at your competitors and see how they are doing with their products
If you are a designer, you might skip this step because you can work on the visual presentation of
products on your own. If you are more on the business side, hiring a stylist might be a good choice to best
present your products to the customers. BOF Team (2013) states, “The most important outcome here is
that you receive a second opinion on how the collection sits together best and how to present to buyers or
customers.”
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2nd P. Pricing Strategies
Pricing is also one important element or positioning and
marketing. Choosing the right price will determine sales and
profits for your business. Determining pricing strategies
requires considerations of brand image, target customers’
characteristic, products’ quality, and costs. For example, you
might want to sell unique and high value garment with very
high price and sell a small amount, or you want to sell a large
volumes of products with lower prices and average quality.
Price is often determined by looking at the major costs
involved in the product development or merchandises buying
process. Missing one of the costs might lead to losses and
decrease profits. Harder (2007) mentioned the simplest
pricing strategy is to sell with the price at least twice the cost,
which means using 100% mark-up in pricing. Common retail
mark-up is around 100% to 125%. (p. 143)
PRICE = COST + PROFITS
Price: the price you sell your garment
Cost: including every cost that you pay for the garment
Profits: the net amount you earn from a garment
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Mary Gehlhar’s tips on pricing:
 Research the price range of your
market by comparing your products
with those from competitors
 Consider the cost before
determining the price: cost include
Cost of goods sold (all expenses in
producing the products), and other
expenses (advertising and selling
costs)
 Generally, retail markup is decided
by doubling the wholesale price
plus 20 to 80 percent
 Example:
Cost of goods sold: $68
Wholesale price: $68x220%=$150
Retail price: $150x220%=$330

Adapted from Gehlhar, 2008, p. 143-144
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Sample of Direct Cost Sheet (Based on Myers-McDevitt, 2011, p. 18)
GARMENT COST SHEET
Date:
Style #
Description: Name of product and description e.g. women's
blouse
Season:
Colors: Colors available for the style
Size range: e.g.34 - 48
NOTES
1. MATERIAL
Lining
Interlacing
Fabric

YARDS

PRICE

AMOUNT
Keeping accounting documents is important even
if you hire employees working for you
Amount = yards x price
Total = sum of each category’s amount

TOTAL MATERIAL COST
2. TRIMS AND FINDINGS QUANT.
PRICE
Zippers/ Buttons
Labels and hand-tags
Thread
Accessories
TOTAL TRIMMINGS COST
3. LABOR
Cutting

$
AMOUNT
Excel is a simple and practical software for
accounting management. Using some techniques
in Excel help calculate fast and keep track of
incomes and expenses.
$

Total = sum of each category’s amount
Examples of numbers are included in the cost
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Sewing
Finishing
Grading
Marking
Packaging

sheet sample to give you a look at how a cost
sheet is conducted

TOTAL LABOR COST

$

4. OTHER EXPENSES
Salaries
Utilities
Rent
Shipping
Sales expenses
Advertising expenses

Salaries for office employees
Utilities cost for the period
Cost of each period
Total shipping cost
Expenses related to sales in the period
Advertising expenses of the period
You can add other expenses that incur during the
business' operation
TOTAL EXPENSES

TOTAL COST
MARKUP (__%)
WHOLESALE PRICE
RETAIL PRICE

Total = sum of each category’s amount

$

Total = sum of each category’s amount
Markup: at least 60%
Generally: 220 to 280 percent
Wholesale price = Total Cost x markup
Retail price = wholesale price x markup
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Cost sheet for retail business is simpler than cost sheet for new apparel line as you do not actually
produce the products.
Garment cost sheet for retail business
GARMENT COST SHEET
Date
Description
Image

Style #
Season
Selling price
Size range
Colors
Price
Costs
Wholesale price
Packaging
Shipping
Labor
Product development

Quant.

Amount

Notes
Costs include all
cost relating directly
to the product
Use the blank
spaces to fill up any
costs that you come
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up with
Total product costs

$

Expenses
Advertising
Office supplies
Rent
Transportation expenses
Website domain
Bank service fees

Total expenses
Total cost
Markup (__%)
Wholesale price

$
$
$
$

Retail price

$

Wholesale price =
total cost x markup
Retail price =
wholesale price x
markup
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Psychological pricing
Psychological pricing refers to the pricing strategy that uses odd numbers such as $11.95 or $9.99 rather
than the whole number (Blattberg and Neslin, 1990, as cited in Wedel and Leeflang, 1998). Many retail
businesses use this strategy and consider it effective. The reason for using this pricing method is that the
round numbers appear to be bigger than odd numbers. For example, $3.00 is expected to be larger than
$2.99. You can apply this strategy to attract customers and encourage them to purchase your products.
Discount pricing
Consumers prefer discount prices. Some of the common discount strategies in apparel retail businesses
include seasonal discount, coupon, memberships, etc. Depending on your business type, products,
customers’ characteristics, and timing, you have options to decide effective discount methods. Although
consumers prefer lower price, it is not a critical strategy to have discount all of the time. This can make
the consumers expect that your products are low quality.

10%
OFF

20%
OFF

50%
OFF

75%
OFF
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3rd P. Place – Distribution
The distribution channels can be chosen depending on the type of business you are running. Examples of
types of business include retail, selling to department stores and wholesalers, or direct selling, etc. Table
28 shows distribution options for a fashion business.
Type of business
Direct selling

Channel
Your online retail store
Physical stores
Catalogues

Shopping events
Televisions

Descriptions
Sell directly to customers through your online store,
customers pay for the products online and you deliver
the products to their addresses
Sell directly to customers through your physical retail
stores
Design and present your products in catalogues and
send them to consumers
Consumers order the products and you deliver
products to them
Participate in fairs or shopping events and sell
directly to customers
Contact and present your products to home shopping
TV to feature your products, you will fulfill the orders
of the hope shopping TV if your products are
accepted
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Indirect selling

Department stores

Boutiques
Specialty stores
Export
Online shopping stores
Sales representatives

Research for department stores or distributors,
contact them and present your products, try your best
to get orders from them and sell your products as
wholesale prices
Research, contact, and convince boutiques to carry
your lines or merchandises
Research, contact, and convince specialty stores to
carry your lines or merchandises
Research, attend international fashion markets and
events, contact, and work with international
companies to carry your products
Research, contact and deal with online shopping
stores to ask them to carry your products
Sales representatives help you find customers or
buyers through their networks, you provide them the
products and they will sell it directly to the customers

Table 28: Distribution options
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4th P. Promotion
Promotion plays a vital role in bringing your products to customers. No matter what types of promotional
methods you choose, it is important to carefully pay attention to the content and visual presentation of
products, physical stores, packaging, and marketing designs.
Visual Presentation
Tools
Styling

Descriptions
Styling combines different elements of dress
includes clothes, shoes, hairstyles, makeup, and
accessories, etc. in an attractive manner. Styling is
important to attract customers.
You do not only focus on styling for the clothes but
also the overall visual presentation in
photographs, posters, or store decoration.
Research more about styling: check out some
fashion websites, magazines, brands’ websites, or
fashion photography sites for inspirations and
information
Some fashion and beauty websites:
http://www.vogue.com
http://www.elle.com
http://www.style.com
http://fashionista.com

Notes
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Photography

Models

http://www.totalbeauty.com
Finding an experienced photographer, especially
in fashion photography, is essential to shoot clear
and attractive images.
Theme: you need to develop creative and
consistent ideas for each photography project
depending on the collections or the seasons.
Beside photographers, you need to look for
designers who can edit, arrange, and design the
visual presentation for the photographs, posters,
look-book, or website, etc.
Before hiring a photographer or designer: look at
their portfolio to see if their experience or styles
will be a good match for your brand’s image.
Sources of fashion photography and
photographers:
http://fashionphotographyblog.com
http://bentrova.to
http://www.melissarodwell.com
Models are certain elements of fashion visual
presentation especially in photo-shoots, lookbook, run way fashion shows, and in-store visual
decoration, etc.
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Lookbook

Store visual
presentation

Garments will look more lively and attractive on
models as customers can visualize how they hang
on the body.
You should look for models that fit the
characteristics and personalities of the products’
lines. For example, if you are shooting for an
international line, it is critical that you recruite
models who represent different nationalities.
A lookbook presents photographs of models and
styles of an apparel line. Lookbooks work as visual
presentations of fashion collections and let
consumers have a look at the entire lines and
merchandises.
Clear, simple, and attractive lookbook effectively
attract consumers.
In-store marketing is also an effective way to reach
your potential customers. Thus, physical visual
presentation is important to attract any customer
that walks by your store.
Visual elements include: fashion posters,
decoration, interior design, promotional tools,
products presentation, and staff appearances…
Great store experience should be combined with
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Website

visual presentation by creating an engaging,
friendly and comfortable environment for
shoppers.
You can apply creative and fun guerilla marketing
to attract new customers to check out your stores.
What is guerilla marketing? Guerilla marketing
focused on creative and unique ideas of marketing
rather than using traditional expensive marketing
strategies.
You can introduce new products or advertise for
your brands directly on your website. Websites
allow you to upload videos, photos, articles, or
blogs, etc. about your products or services. You
can also allow customers to share information on
your website through social media.
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Marketing
There are many promotional methods that a business can use to communicate with consumers and
generate sales. The table below shows some common and effective marketing methods that businesses
can apply. Besides, the table includes marketing channels that particularly useful for fashion businesses.
Marketing
methods
Advertising

Public
relations

Descriptions
Advertising on televisions, radio, magazines,
newspaper, outdoor and websites is a common
method that marketers often use to promote their
products. These media are very effective for
marketing to the mass. However, as you are
starting your business and you want to save as
much as possible, these marketing methods
might be expensive.
If you consider to choose advertising as a main
tool to promote your brand, you should research
carefully about the characteristics of your target
consumers to choose the right advertising
methods.
Public relations is a very helpful tool to create
and deliver positive stories and information
about your products/ brand/ services to public.

Notes
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Sales
promotions
Personal
selling
Fashion
markets

Trade shows,

Publicities can be published in magazine,
newspaper, or blogs, etc.
It is important that you create newsworthy events
or stories to raise awareness in the audience.
You can apply sales promotion strategies such as
coupon, seasonal discount, prizes, or contests to
attract customers.
Personal selling involves direct interactions with
customers. You need to train your employees
carefully in how they should connect and support
the customers.
Market centers are places that manufactures,
salespeople, entrepreneurs, buyers and
retailers, etc. attend to introduce, promote, or
look for fashion or textile products.
Visiting those fashion markets is a good way to
look for supplies as well as promoting your
products to buyers, retailers or consumers, etc.
There are many fashion markets and exhibitions
in the U.S. such as Bayside Expo Center (Boston),
Northstar Fashion Exhibitors (Minneapolis), and
LA Fashion Market (California), etc.
Trade shows, exhibitions, or market weeks are
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exhibitions,
market weeks

Fashion shows

Social media

Catalogs and
brochures

events that happen many times during the year,
both nationally and internationally.
Participating in these shows help you build up
your network as well as promote your brand and
products.
Fashion show is very important if you plan to
create a new apparel line and promote it.
Fashion shows will introduce your garments to
buyers, retailers, and consumers, etc.
Social media are significant effective tools to
reach consumers, which do not require a lot of
budget.
Social media include social networking sites,
blogs, video, discussion forums, or photo sharing
sites, etc.
Examples of social media include Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, and Youtube.
Catalogs or brochures contain photographs or
drawings of items or garments with style
numbers, sizing descriptions, colors, and fabric
information that allow consumers to order or
purchase the products. (Burns & Bryant, 2007, p.
329)
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Events

Online
marketing
Trunk shows

You can design and send out catalogs or
brochures to customers to introduce them new
products or services that your business offers.
You can create events with different themes and
activities and invite customers to participate. In
events, you can directly interact with your
customers and communicate with them about the
products or services as well as receive
feedbacks.
Including some sales promotion tactics might be
effective. For example, you might send out some
prizes, coupons, or discount for some lucky
customers who attend the events.
Marketing through online newspaper,
magazines, emails, subscriptions, or social
media
A representative from a fashion company attends
trunk shows to bring the entire line to a store and
introduce it to the customers. Customers can
purchase or order any garment in the collection.
Trunk shows provide opportunities for
manufactures, retailers, and designers to
promote their lines. Customers benefit from
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Sales
representatives

trunk shows as they can see the entire line of
merchandise. (Burns and Bryant, 2007, p. 330331)
You can hire salespeople to promote your
products to manufactures, retailers, buyers, and
consumers. Salespeople can also support you by
introducing you to people or organizations
through their networking.
Burns and Bryant (2007) mentioned the main
tasks of a sales representative:
 Give information about products to sale
staff and consumers
 Receive feedbacks from manufactures,
retailers, buyers, and consumers
 Work on display procedures
 Give advices in merchandising and
stocking for apparel companies (p. 331)
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Table 29: Entrepreneurs and their choices of the most effective marketing methods
Entrepreneur
Susan Metzger
Designer & Owner of
Susan Metzger Fashion
Designer

Laine Weinberg
Co-founder of Kokoon

Most Effective
Methods
Word of mouth

Reasons

Events and shows

Attending events and shows creates opportunities
for you to meet with customers or buyers and let
them know about your products or services.
“We realized the most on word of mouth because of
our specific business model. We provide all
important information and products to our sales
representatives and they sell the products directly
to their customers.” (L. Weinberg, personal
communication, n.d.)
Connecting with customers through social media
such as Facebook, Pinterest, Instagram or working
with bloggers to have them feature your products is
effective to advertise for your brand.
“We post photos on Facebook. This seems to be the
most cost effective and reaches the widest

Word of mouth

Social media

Michele Gudmunson
& Wesley Uthus

Social media

If you satisfy one customer, he or she will talk about
you to their friends and you earn potential
customers.
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Co-founders of PRIMP
boutique
Josh Sundberg &
Delayna Sundberg
Co-founder of Cliché
boutique

In-store products
launches
Social media

In-store service

audience.” (M. Gudmunson & W. Uthus, personal
communication, n.d.)
Launching new items in-store is also a good way to
attract customers.
Social media helps deliver news, photos, and
images to consumers easily and effectively
“Providing great service is the most important
element in business today. People came to our store
and we helped them find what they were looking
for. We sold our service rather than clothing”(J.
Sundberg, personal communication, 2013).
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An example of Guerilla marketing

(Source: Allstar Design, n.d.)
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As the Internet does not only provide marketing tools but also selling functions for fashion business, this
section aims to give you more in-depth information about selling apparels online.

Fashion Business on the Internet
Harder (2010), considered the Internet as a ‘near-limitless capacity’. “Being online enables the seller to
reach and contact a broad and growing audience with vast displays of merchandise, as well as
information about company products.” (p. 211)
Looking at the success stories of some entrepreneurs in the previous sections of this guidebook, you can
see that they all use the Internet as an effective tools to reach and sell products to customers. Why?
 Online stores have more space to show your products.
 It’s fast and convenient. Customers can sit at home or anywhere to look at your products and
purchase them by a simple click.
 It’s cheap. You might save some budget on renting or decorating your retail stores.
 Selling to different locations. The Internet allows you to sell your products to customers in different
cities or even countries.
 Creating emotional shopping experience. You can use different tools and applications to tell stories
and interact with the customers such as videos, photos, and blogs, etc.
Fashion industry never stops changing. As a fashion entrepreneur, you need to adapt to new trends, skills,
and technologies to continue to grow. As a consumer, you may simple search for online stores and see a
variety of unique value-added services that they provide. Thus, having an understanding of the Internet
and technologies and applying them to your business will be a critical strategy to promote your brand as
well as generate sales. Lawrence Lenihan, founder and managing director of FirstMark Capital, stated that
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entrepreneurs with deep understanding in both retailing and technology would find the potential in
combining those two elements in their businesses (Lenihan, 2012).
Introduction of Web 2.0 and online business
Web 2.0 is a next version of the World Wide Web – the first generation of websites. Funk (2009)
described Web 2.0 as an Internet-based technology transformation that brings more “interactivity and
control of content into the hands of regular users, not just big site owners.” Examples of Web 2.0 include
Facebook and Youtube with various interactive tools and applications. (p. xv)
Why is Web 2.0 helpful for business? Consumers are now more active in looking for information about
their interests and favorite products or services. Web 2.0 allows users to search for information, view and
share the content, and give feedbacks. It gives more power to the users on the Internet.
Legal & Protection Works for an Online Business
Customer Privacy. It is important to understand the rules and regulations to protect your customers’
privacy by preventing identity theft or misuse of personal information through the Internet. Some
examples of privacy laws include identity theft, computer and information security, etc.
Copyright Protection. You can apply for copyrights through the Digital Millenium Copyright Act (DMCA).
The DMCA will provide protection to your electronic information.
Services for Online Payment
In online business, online payment plays a vital role in helping you collecting payment from customers’
credit or debit cards. It is recommended that you have different options for online payments to make it
convenient for customers. Online payment service might also store the customer’ card information or
billing address to save time for the next purchases.
Setting up a Website business
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Register for a domain name. You should choose a domain name that is identical, normally your brand
name. It is important to get a domain name early before the name is used by others.
Build up your website. You need to plan on what elements you want to put on your website. You might
choose to hire a technical person to work for you or hire an agency and pay for the service. Design is
important. Be creative and simple. Make sure your website layout is simple and flexible to attract the
customers. Your site should be able to communicate your brand image and message to the audience.
Host your Website. You should look for some good reputation web hosting providers. When choosing a
provider, it is important to look at its profile, years in business, security set up, speed, and maintenance
service, etc.
Some companies that provide the services in creating, maintaining and protecting Websites:
 GoDaddy (www.godaddy.com)
 DreamHost (www.dreamhost.com)
Tips in Designing your Website
Theme: If you look at each brand’s website, you will notice that they all have their own unique themes. It
depends on your brand’s image and types of products that you decide which theme is suitable for your
website. For example, a luxurious clothing brand often choose dark colors such as black or brown as their
theme color for their websites; or a vintage clothing shop choose vintage colors and graphic images as its
main theme. Developing a creative and interesting theme that matches your brand image will help
impress the customers and let them remember your website.
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Newest Collection: This month you are launching a new collection. What are you waiting for? Put them on
your first page of your website. Showing the latest collection on your homepage is an effective way to
promote your new products and attract viewers.
Photographs: One of the disadvantages of online stores is that the customers cannot try on the products.
Hence, it is crucial to include photographs of different views of a garment so that the customers can see
the type of fabrics, garment’s style, and quality.
Instructions: size measurements, order instruction
Products’ Descriptions: What materials is your garment made of? Product descriptions include
information about the type of fabric or materials used to make the garment. It will help the customers to
have a clearer idea about how the garment looks like physically.
Simplicity: Being simple is important in designing websites. Your customers can be anyone with or
without computer skills. Hence, it is necessary that you keep the website’s function simple and easy to
use.
Unique: What about being a little bit crazy? If you have a unique idea in designing your website, try it.
Tips on Improving your Online Business
Recommendations
Improving your website’s
security.
Participating on online

Descriptions
There are various activities and transactions happening on your
website every day. It is significantly important to make sure all of the
information is protected. Especially, you need to protect your
customers’ privacy identity and credit cards information.
In order to let the target customers know about your brand and
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communities

Creating ratings and review
options for customers

Creating interesting and
valuable content

Using web analytics tools
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products, you need to engage in the relevant communities to know
more about your audience and interact with them. Some
recommended participating activities include read and comment on
relevant topics in forums, blogs, social network sites, and provide
your business information to the target audience, etc.
User ratings and reviews do not only give you information about
customers’ favorite products but also provides a resource for other
customers. Consumers might not listen to marketers or advertisers
but they are interested in listening to other customers about your
products or services. For example, Amazon allows consumers to rate
and give feedbacks about the goods they purchased. A user will be
able to see how other consumers comment about quality of a product.
With the growth of technology, you can communicate with the
audience easily. Hence, it is important to pay attention to the content
of your message. You need to bring worthy information to the
audience. In order to do that, you should learn and understand
clearly about your target audience and what type of information they
are seeking. There are several types of information you can share to
your viewers such as discount items, bestseller lists, events, etc.
Don’t forget, your job is to make sure the content is accurate and
valuable.
You need to know your strengths and weaknesses to improve them.
Yet, analyzing your website activities will help you determine where
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Trying new applications and
technologies
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and what to improve.
Website is not the only tool available to bring your products to the
audience. You may search for new technologies or tools to help you
grow your business. A big example of this is mobile media.
Smartphones and technologies now allow you to create applications
to advertise or sell your products. Examples of some brands that
developed their own applications are Amazon, Target, NastyGal or
Gilt, etc.
Adapted from Funk, 2009, p.93-115
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Entrepreneurs’ Tips on Starting a Fashion Business







Susan Metzger
Owner of Susan Metzger Fashion Design
St. Paul, Minnesota
Always try to visualize how you want to work within the fashion industry
Find out your strengths and weaknesses, maximize the strengths and never stop
overcome the weaknesses
Always try to make good decisions based on working toward your goals
Do not be afraid to experiment. Go work in a clothing factory, a lady dress shop or a
fashion magazine, simply to be in that environment and see if you like to work there or
not.
Live your dream

Laine Weinberg
Co-founder of Kokoon
Minneapolis, Minnesota
 Get a good education, at least technical skills. It is important to know the skills involved
because you need to know the correct way to do things any time you make a mistake.
 Learn as much as you can from someone else
 Approach things you have interests in, put yourself in the field of job you want to do and
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learn more about it
 Be nice to everyone, even if you do not have anything to gain from them
 It is all right to fail. Fail and get feedbacks, learn from it, listen to people, edit what you
hear and improve from that.







Michele Gudmunson & Wesley Uthus
Co-founders of PRIMP boutique
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Never underestimate hard working
Never give up. If you believe in yourself, it will happen.
Seek out like-minded people
Set goals for yourself
Do your homework. If you have an idea and you believe it will work, research.

Josh Sundberg
Co-founder of Cliché boutique
Minneapolis, Minnesota
 As a boutique, you need to know that you are selling your service. You need to create
good shopping experience for your customers.
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Ask an entrepreneur
Questions
What are some
organizations that fashion
entrepreneurs should
join?

Entrepreneurs
Michele Gudmunson &
Wesley Uthus
Co-founders of PRIMP
boutique
St. Paul, Minnesota
Laine Weinberg
Co-founder of Kokoon,
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Susan Metzger
Owner of Susan Metzger
Fashion Design
St. Paul, Minnesota

In your opinion, what
makes your business
successful?

Josh Sundberg
Co-founder of Cliché
boutique
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Answers
“We would highly recommend SCORE. They
have retired executives that offer free business
advices.” (personal communication, 2013)
Locally: Minnesota Fashion Week
LinkedIn: “There are a lot of different fashion
groups that people can join and learn from, both
nationally and internationally.” (personal
communication, 2013)
“The Fashion Group International has a lot of
events in Minnesota. It would be a great place
for young fashion designers and entrepreneurs
to learn more about the industry and find their
opportunities.” (personal communication, 2013)
“I think we offer a unique service that satisfies
our customers. It is a very important element in
running a business today. But still, having good
products are important.”
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Michele Gudmunson &
Wesley Uthus
Co-founders of PRIMP
boutique
St. Paul, Minnesota
Laine Weinberg
Co-founder of Kokoon,
Minneapolis, Minnesota

What are the challenges
you found in running a
business?

Susan Metzger
Owner of Susan Metzger
Fashion Design
St. Paul, Minnesota
Laine Weinberg
Co-founder of Kokoon,
Minneapolis, Minnesota

“We would measure our success in the
relationships we have cultivated through PRIMP
and our customers satisfaction. We have had the
opportunity to meet some amazing people and
that is how I would measure success.” (personal
communication, 2013)
“I think our business succeed because we have
a straight forward business model that create
good relationship with our sales
representatives, and they help us sell our
products to their customers. We offer high
quality products with reasonable prices. We
make our sales people and our customers
happy. As you have a good and clear principles,
good sales follow.” (personal communication,
2013)
“My customers love what I offer them. I provide
them with honesty, knowledge, good shopping
experience, and great products.” (personal
communication, 2013)
“We had so many challenges when we started. I
did not have a background in business. I design
clothes and my husband ran the company. At
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Michele Gudmunson &
Wesley Uthus
Co-founders of PRIMP
boutique
St. Paul, Minnesota

first I designed young and sexy clothes that I
love. However, I then had to adapt my designs
to what sales people and the market wanted to
buy. I had no choice but to learn.” (personal
communication, 2013)
“ I have background in business as well as
merchandising and design. I worked for my
parents who ran their own business. My design
background, on the other hand, was helpful
when we started buying for the boutique, it
allowed me to know what silhouette would be
most flattering on the body as well as on the
hanger, fabrication, cut and on trend colors.”
(personal communication, 2013)
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Thank you for reading the guidebook. The book might not cover every single aspect of a fashion
business. However, it can be a friendly guide for new entrepreneurs to learn from the basic steps.
Hopefully the book answers some of the questions you have in mind about how to start a business. Being
an entrepreneur might be challenging, but as long as you enjoy it, you will achieve your goals.
Best wishes, prospective entrepreneurs!
Tran Nguyen
Student
Apparel, Merchandising, and Design Department
St. Catherine University
Spring 2014

